ABSTRACT Our approach to contrast enhancement (CE) of images is based on natural scene statistics (NSS). We show, in this paper, that the average intensity distribution of natural images can be linearly approximated to the ramp distribution in an ordered histogram domain as the contrast increases. Based on this finding, we propose ramp distribution-based global and local CE algorithms. The ramp distribution-based slant thresholding (RDST) algorithm is proposed as a global CE method which uses slant thresholding in an ordered histogram domain to yield a contrast-enhanced image. Also, the ramp distributionbased adaptive slant thresholding (RDAST) algorithm is proposed as a local CE method. It adaptively adjusts a slant angle of the ramp distribution in each block to suppress noise amplification in uniform regions and maximizes contrast in non-uniform regions. The RDAST also employs a scaled global modified histogram to minimize sensitivity to block size changes. Moreover, we propose a metric to measure the amount of over-contrast in an image to evaluate all CE algorithms more correctly. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithms have better or competitive performance as well as computational efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the proliferation of digital imaging devices such as cameras and smartphones, taking and sharing photos have become a daily routine. According to people's desire to get high-quality images and vendors' effort to provide a high quality of experience, a number of image-enhancing techniques have been actively studied. Considering the fact that contrast is an important factor in the human perception of image quality, applying the contrast enhancement (CE) method is one of the most effective ways to enhance images.
Improving the contrast not only makes the image more visually pleasing but also helps us to understand the contents of the image. For example, it can make us distinguish interesting objects from improved backgrounds. Besides, CE is often adopted as a pre-processing step for many computer vision problems including object recognition [1] , [2] , object-ofinterest image segmentation [3] , [4] medical images enhancement to detect and interpret diseases [5] , [6] .
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A. MOTIVATION
Natural scene statistics (NSS) models have been developed based on the hypothesis that natural images possess certain regular statistical properties, and they have proven to be powerful tools driving various image/computer vision applications [7] . To our best knowledge, however, to date no effort has been applied towards modeling NSS for CE. We propose to use the the ramp distribution as a model of NSS for improving contrast. Intuitively, this is the distribution that increases with a constant slant angle defined in the ordered histogram domain as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
We carried out NSS using the SUN database [8] containing 108,754 images. The normalized input histograms, i.e., probability distribution function (PDF), of all images in the database are transformed into the ordered histogram domain by sorting non-zero gray-levels according to its frequency. To calculate averages of sorted PDFs, the dynamic range of the ordered histogram domain is adjusted to have the entire dynamic range of the input image using a bi-linear interpolation method. Results of averages of sorted PDFs according to quantized contrast amounts are shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the contrast amounts of images are measured by using the expected measure of enhancement by gradient (EMEG) [20] . Figure 1 (b) shows a boxplot of the root-mean-square-errors (RMSE) values 1 according to EMEG, where the RMSE values are calculated between sorted PDFs and the ramp distribution. We demonstrate that the average distribution of the natural images in the ordered histogram domain can be linearly approximated to the ramp distribution as contrast increases as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is more evidently observed in Fig. 1(b) that the more the contrast amount, the smaller the values of RMSE. It means that the contrast-enhanced images as a result of CE methods should be close to the ramp distribution in the ordered histogram domain to follow NSS. By doing this, it is possible to produce contrast-improved images while maintaining naturalness. This finding motivates us to employ the ramp distribution for CE.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
• A new global CE algorithm of ramp distribution-based slant thresholding (RDST) is proposed. It employs the new threshold strategy of slant thresholding, which automatically determines threshold values in an ordered histogram domain. The differences between the conventional and the proposed thresholding technique are discussed.
• Further, a new local CE algorithm of ramp distributionbased adaptive slant thresholding (RDAST) is proposed. Conventional local CE methods often produce excessively amplified noise in uniform regions and are sensitive to block size settings resulting in blocking artifacts.
To address these issues, the RDAST automatically controls the levels of CE for each block by adjusting a slant angle of the ramp distribution and utilizes a scaled global histogram to minimize the effect to block size changes.
• We have investigated the limitation of image quality assessment (IQA) metrics for contrast-changed images in the viewpoint of the overshoot effect. As a result, we have found that even state-of-the-art IQA metrics
. Detailed notations are presented in Section III-B.
for contrast-changed images cannot correctly evaluate the overly contrasted images. To deal with this problem, we propose an over-contrast measure (OCM) to quantify the amount of over-contrast in an image. It measures amplified detail amounts in the uniform regions by using the guided filter. The proposed OCM helps us to evaluate the quality of contrast-changed images more accurately. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Literature survey on related work is presented in Section II. Section III describes the proposed CE algorithms. Section IV shows the proposed over-contrast measure, and Section V presents quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the proposed algorithms with state-of-the-art CE algorithms. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
CE techniques can be categorized into two groups: direct methods and indirect methods [12] . We focus on indirect methods which improve the contrast by redistributing the intensities to utilize the whole dynamic range effectively. Numerous indirect CE techniques have been proposed [9] - [25] . It can be subdivided into global CE and local CE methods.
A. GLOBAL CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
Histogram equalization (HE) [9] is the most fundamental CE method due to its simplicity and quickness. HE finds a mapping function between input gray-levels to output graylevels by calculating cumulative distribution function (CDF) from an input histogram. However, HE often produces an over-enhanced (or under-enhanced) image especially when there are large peaks in the input histogram which usually correspond to homogeneous regions, resulting in a noisy and washed-out appearance of the enhanced image. To solve this problem, the following algorithms [10] - [22] have been proposed.
1) HISTOGRAM MODIFICATION
Weighting and thresholding histogram equalization (WTHE) [10] clamps an input PDF at an upper and a lower threshold. Then, it weights all values between the thresholds using a normalized power-law function with power index γ which is a critical parameter controlling the degree of image enhancement. Its performance is highly dependent on the values of the parameters. Adaptive gamma correction with weighting distribution (AGCWD) [11] is proposed based on gamma correction [9] . It attempts to replace the fixed parameter γ to adaptive gamma correction calculated from CDF, i.e., γ = 1-CDF. However, AGCWD does not fully exploit the whole dynamic range of the output image. It also often produces the image that is too bright with loss of details. A histogram modification framework (HMF) [12] is proposed to use the modified histogram which is a weighted average of an input histogram H x and a uniformly distributed histogram H u , i.e., H m = (H x + λH u )/(1 + λ). In this way, an intermediate image is produced between the input image and the resulting image of HE. This method somewhat compensates for the shortcomings of the HE method. However, it cannot always guarantee image quality and artifact prevention. Inspired by HMF, we proposed a ramp distribution based histogram modification (RDHM) method [13] for infrared images, where the ramp-distributed histogram is incorporated into an optimization problem with a sorted histogram of the input image to calculate a modified histogram. Although this method may result in an improvement in perceived contrast, it requires appropriate parameter settings.
2) IQA METRIC BASED AUTOMATIC PARAMETERS TUNING
Robust image contrast enhancement (RICE) [14] combines H x with its equalized histogram H eq , and its sigmoid transferred histogram H sig to calculate H m , i.e., H m = (H x + φH eq + ψH sig )/(1 + φ + ψ). ROHIM 2 [15] creates an output image using the transfer mapping which combines mean-shifting and logistic functions. Recently proposed BOIEM 3 [16] is designed based on a cascade combination of AGCWD and RICE. The parameters of these algorithms are determined by each dedicated quality assessment metric. These methods sometimes do not produce well-improved images. Besides, ROHIM and BOIEM take a long time to execute with large standard deviations.
3) 2D HISTOGRAM-BASED TECHNIQUES
CE methods using a two dimensional (2D) histogram have been developed [17] - [19] to enhance local details by increasing the gray-level differences between neighboring pixels. Recently, a method of combining two histograms (COTH) was developed to preserve both the shape of a 1D histogram and the statistical information of a 2D histogram. Compared to using the only 1D histogram, 2D histogram-based methods typically produce output with less visual distortions. However, constructing a 2D histogram is computationally expensive, and the complexity increases exponentially as the size of adjacent regions increases.
4) SPATIAL 2D HISTOGRAM-BASED TECHNIQUES
Unlike the 1D or 2D histogram-based methods, the distribution of spatial locations of gray-levels of an image is considered in [20] - [22] . Spatial entropy based CE (SECE) [20] method uses a spatial entropy in a 2D spatial histogram. Residual SECE [21] considers the spatial joint relationships of gray-levels by introducing residual spatial entropy. Recently, spatial mutual information and PageRank-based CE (SMIR) [22] is proposed to use the rank vector of gray-levels resulted from PageRank algorithm where graylevels are used to represent nodes in PageRank, and the weights between nodes are computed according to spatial mutual information. Although the performance of the SMIR is satisfactory, it requires a lot of memory and its calculation time is irregular.
B. LOCAL CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
The main disadvantage of global CE methods is that global histogram information may not appropriately enhance some parts of the image since it treats all regions of the image equally. Therefore, local CE methods have been proposed. Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) [23] uses a small rectangular block that slides sequentially over all pixels in the input image, and the histogram of pixels within the current position of the block is equalized. Contrast-limited AHE (CLAHE) proposed [24] to address two main problems of AHE: calculation time and over-enhancement. To reduce calculation time, it divides the input image into equally-sized blocks. The output image is obtained by applying bilinear interpolation between processed blocks to remove possible blocking artifacts. To address the over-enhancement problem, it limits the peak value in the histogram of each block by clipping the histogram at a predefined value. The clipped pixels are redistributed to limit the slope of the CDF. The performance of CLAHE is determined by the block size and the clip-limit which are typically selected by users. Recently, dual gamma correction based CLAHE [25] has been proposed for dark image enhancement. This method has many parameters that need to be set in advance, and the performance of the algorithm also depends on the values of the parameters. 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
. . , x K } be the sorted set of all possible K gray-levels that exist in an input image X where 
The goal of the CE algorithm is to produce the output image Y that not only has improved contrast but also looks natural. The output image can be obtained
is a mapping function between X and Y.
B. GLOBAL APPROACH
The histogram of an input image X is calculated as
where h x (k) is the number of occurrences of the kth gray-level x k . To deal with over-enhancement of noise in homogeneous regions, a traditional approach of Plateau HE [26] calculates a modified histogram
where T is a threshold value. It is difficult to determine T because all images have different shapes of H x . Moreover, Plateau HE cannot improve the contrast effectively since it applies the same threshold value to the input histogram.
To obtain effectively contrast-enhanced images, it should be considered in the thresholding process that a gray-level belonging to a high frequency of occurrence should have a higher threshold than the lower ones. It can be achieved by introducing the ramp-distributed histogram H r . Let H s = {h s (l)|1 ≤ l ≤ L} be the sorted set of all non-zero h x (k) in ascending order, where h s (l) is an lth element of the sorted set and L is the total number of all non-zero h x (k). Let H r = {h r (l)|1 ≤ l ≤ L} be defined as the ramp-distributed histogram that increases with a constant slant angle, where
Then, the target histogram can be calculated as
We call this thresholding process as slant thresholding. The modified histogram H m is calculated according to
where (·) is a function of index mapping between l and k obtained from the sorting process. The modified histogram H m is normalized to give the PDF as
and the CDF is defined as
Using the CDF, x k is mapped to y k according to Figure 2 illustrates the proposed ramp distribution-based slant thresholding (RDST) algorithm. A visible light image from dataset [30] is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and its histogram H x in Fig. 2(b) . H s is the sorted histogram of the non-zero gray-levels in H x in ascending order as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The target histogram H t is acquired by using slant thresholding as shown in Fig. 2(d) and the resultant modified histogram H m is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The mapping function for the RDST algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 (f). For comparison, we draw the mapping function of HE and its result image in Fig. 2 (f) and (c) respectively. The output image of HE has significantly increased noise in uniform regions. On the other hand, the proposed RDST not only produces a contrast-enhanced image having a natural appearance but also effectively suppresses noise amplification in uniform regions compared to HE. 4 The proof of Eq. (2) is presented in Appendix. 
C. LOCAL APPROACH 1) PROPOSED LOCAL ALGORITHM
The flowchart of the proposed ramp distribution-based adaptive slant thresholding (RDAST) is presented in Fig. 3 . The details of the procedure are as follows.
First, the input image X is divided into M × N nonoverlapping blocks. A b th block can be denoted as
and B is the total number of blocks.
Second, let
is an element of the sorted set of the b th block and we set L to K . Note that we use all possible gray-levels in local processing by setting L to K rather than the total number of all non-zero h b x to prevent over-enhancement. Let
α is a parameter for adjusting the slant angle. For blocks in uniform regions, it is desirable to set α to a low value to avoid excessive enhancement. On the other hand, it is better to set α to a higher value for blocks in non-uniform regions so that the texture and details can be effectively enhanced. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust α adaptively according to the complexity of each block. To measure the complexity of a block, we employed spatial information which has been commonly used as the basis for estimating image complexity [40] . The ratio of the block's complexity with respect to the overall image complexity is used to calculate α as follows
where X SI is a spatial information map calculated as
X x and X y denote gray-scale images filtered with horizontal and vertical Sobel kernels, respectively. According to the level of the complexity of input blocks, the parameter α automatically adjusts the slant angle of the ramp distribution in each block as shown in Fig. 4 (c1)-(c3). As a result, details are significantly improved in the blocks of the non-uniform regions as shown in Fig. 4(d1) . It becomes clearer when compared to the results of RDST as shown in Fig. 4(e1) . Moreover, noise amplification is effectively suppressed in the block of the uniform regions as shown in Fig. 4(d3) . Third, the local modified histogram
where ψ(·) is a function of index mapping between l and k obtained from a sorting process of a local histogram h b
β is a weighting factor between h g m and h b s . We set β equals to the ratio of the area occupied by the sorted histogram in the area of a right triangle with the base of L + 1 and the height 
and β = min(β, 1). Note that the maximum value of β is limited to 1 to prevent underflow when calculating h b m in (11). As the uniformity of the block increases, the histogram distribution becomes narrower and higher as shown in Fig. 4 (b1)-(b3). As a result, the value of β is decreased, and a higher weight is assigned to h g m . Therefore, the gray-levels of the block in uniform regions are determined by considering the distribution of global gray-levels. In this way, it is possible to minimize sensitivity to block size changes and prevent blocking artifacts.
Next, contrast-enhanced blocks can be obtained by applying (5)- (7) to each block by using h b m . Finally, output image Y is obtained by applying bilinear interpolation between contrast-enhanced blocks to remove possible blocking artifacts. Refer to [24] for further information regarding bi-linear interpolation.
2) PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF RDAST
The parameters used in RDAST are designed to be automatically adjusted, so no parameters are required for manual adjustment except the block size. The performance of the existing local CE methods depends on the block size because only local histogram information is used to determine the gray-levels of each block. Therefore, the smaller the block size, the greater the blocking artifacts and distortion. However, to minimize sensitivity to block size changes, the RDAST utilizes the scaled global histogram h g m to determine the gray-levels of each modified block histogram h b m . For example, Fig. 5 shows the results of CLAHE and RDAST according to the different block sizes. CLAHE generated unrealistic images as the block size decreased. On the other hand, RDAST produced reasonably consistent quality images.
IV. OVER-CONTRAST MEASURE A. LIMITATIONS OF METRICS FOR CONTRAST-CHANGED IMAGES
Evaluating the perceptual quality of an image is a fundamental problem, and various metrics have been proposed for image quality assessment (IQA). However, it has been reported that these metrics have the overshoot effect, content dependency, and the range effect, so they have limitations in evaluating image quality correctly [36] , [37] . We have investigated IQA metrics for contrast-changed images in the viewpoint of the overshoot effect, which is more closely related to the major limitation of the metrics' performance.
The overshoot effect means that the quality of a processed image increases according to strength (e.g., sharpening amount), but after reaching the optimal point, the quality starts dropping [36] . The CCID2014 dataset [30] which was constructed to develop IQA metrics of contrast-changed images was chosen to investigate the problem. Throughout many experiments, we found that the overshoot effect is more correlated with EMEG [20] (refer to Section V-B.3 for details about EMEG) rather than other contrast measures such as root mean square contrast (RMSC) [41] , a measure of enhancement (EME) and its variants [32] . The overshoot effect is observed in all images of CCID2014. For example, the changes of perceived qualities, i.e., mean opinion scores (MOS), versus the amount of contrast (EMEG) for three images, are shown in Fig. 6 , where the points of optimal contrast are marked. Figure 7 shows the CPCQI values according to EMEG. To clearly see the limitation of the performance of IQA metrics, we added overly contrasted images obtained by setting the AHE algorithm to have different block sizes: 256×256, 128×128, 64×64, and 32×32 as shown in Fig. 8 . Unlike the perceived qualities, the CPCQI values increase consistently as the EMEG values increase even in overly contrasted images as shown in Fig. 7 . For example, the CPCQI value of 1.19 in Fig. 8(b4) is higher than the value of 0.95 VOLUME 7, 2019 in Fig. 8(b2) . The same phenomenon has been observed in other metrics including QRCM. It means that even the latest metrics do not correctly evaluate the overly contrasted images. (Refer to Section V-B for details about QRCM and CPCQI).
B. PROPOSED OVER-CONTRAST MEASURE
Due to the limitation mentioned above, the IQA metrics for contrast-changed images do not correctly evaluate the results of local CE algorithms which often produce overly contrasted images. Therefore, it is urgently required to measure the amount of over-contrast to evaluate the overly contrasted images correctly. Overly contrasted regions in an image can be seen more apparently in uniform regions than in nonuniform regions. For example, an overly contrasted image is shown in Fig. 8(b4) , where the amplified noise in the sky which corresponds to uniform regions in its pristine image is apparently visible, while the over-enhancement in nonuniform regions such as rocks and houses is not noticeable. Therefore, we measure the amount of over-contrast only in uniform regions. The flowchart of the proposed over-contrast measure (OCM) is shown in Fig. 9 .
1) UNIFORM REGIONS DETECTION
To detect uniform regions in an original image, we used the local standard deviation map X σ , calculated as follows
where f std (·) is a local standard deviation filter which moves pixel-by-pixel over the entire image. At each step, the local standard deviation is calculated within a local 5×5 square window. To reduce noise sensitivity, we used a lowpass filtered image X lp which is calculated by convolving an original image X with w. w = {w i |i = 1, 2, · · · , N } is an 11×11 circular-symmetric Gaussian weighting kernel, with standard deviation of 1.5, normalized to unit sum, i.e., N i=1 w i = 1. A map of uniform region U is calculated as
where T U is a threshold value. By using a standard deviation σ X lp of the lowpass filtered image X lp , the threshold value can be set adaptively for each image as T U = c · σ X lp . The larger the value of c, the more areas are considered to be uniform. The value of c is empirically set to 0.03.
2) CALCULATE REFERENCE DETAIL AMOUNT
We employed the guided filter [27] (GF) to measure the detail amount. The GF decomposes an input image X into two parts as follows:
where B is a base layer formed by homogeneous regions with sharp edges, D is a detail layer which contains noise or textures, and p is a pixel location in an image, i.e., p = (i, j). The GF yields an edge-preserving smoothing output B = f GF (X, G; s, ) of an input image X by considering the content of a guidance image G as 
where is a regularization parameter that controls the amount of smoothing in the output image. We empirically set s = 5 × 5 and = (0.1 × 255) 2 .
The guided filter output X GF is calculated by using the original image X and itself as the guidance image as X GF = f GF (X, X). A detail layer in uniform regions of the original image D X is calculated as:
where κ = 255 is a weighting coefficient. Then, the reference detail amount in the uniform regions of the original image is calculated as
where N is the total number of pixels in the image, i.e., N = H × W .
3) CALCULATE OVER-CONTRAST MEASURE

A detail layer in uniform regions of the processed image D Y is calculated as
where Y GF = f GF (Y, X). Note that we use the original image X as the guidance image to precisely estimate the amplified detail amount in Y. 5 The detail amount of the processed image D Y is calculated as
Finally, the over-contrast measure (OCM) is calculated as
The value of OCM is usually positive in a contrast-enhanced image, and it has a negative value when noise is suppressed in uniform regions of the processed image with respect to the original image. To our best knowledge, this is the first time to deal with the limitation of the performance of IQA metrics for contrastchanged images. Hence, there are no open datasets to evaluate the performance of the proposed metric. Therefore, to test the performance of OCM, we inspected the correlation between OCM and our viewing experience. The calculated OCM values in all datasets [28] - [31] are listed in Table 1 . The results show that OCM is well consistent with our viewing experience. For example, HE and CLAHE often produce excessively amplified noise in uniform regions, so their OCM values are high in every dataset. For a more direct example, 5 We also use X(p)/κ as the weighting factor in (21) to accurately estimate the amplified detail amount in Y with respect to X. we calculated OCM values for the overly contrasted images generated by changing block sizes of AHE in Fig. 8 . Detected uniform regions of the three images are shown in Fig. 10 . As the block size decreases, the amount of contrast increase, accordingly corresponding OCM values increase proportionally as shown in Fig. 11 . It is also well correlated with the actual viewing experience.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) TESTING DATASETS
To evaluate our proposed algorithms, we used five datasets of CSIQ [28] , TID2013 [29] , CCID2014 [30] , BSDS [31] . The CSIQ image dataset contains 116 images which are generated by altering contrast at different levels with respect to 30 reference images. TID2013 contains 24 types of subsets generated from 25 reference images considering various kinds of distortions. We used 250 images from contrastchanged and intensity shifted subsets. CCID2014 contains 655 images which come from the original 15 images by contrast-alteration. BSDS contains 500 natural images from a wide range of contents such as humans, animals, indoor, outdoor and underwater scenes.
2) ALGORITHMS
The proposed RDST and RDAST algorithms were compared with ten CE Algorithms: HE [9] , WTHE [10] , HMF [12] , AGCWD [11] , SMIR [22] , COTH [19] , ROHIM [15] , BOIEM [16] , RDHM [13] (sorted in published order), and CLAHE [24] . CLAHE and RDAST are local CE methods where the block size is set to W /8 × H /8 . In CLAHE, the clip limit was set to 0.01 × MN . Parameters of the TABLE 1. Quantitative assessment of CE algorithms using six metrics. High scores mean high performance except that OCM is the opposite. Boldfaced fonts represent top two results among global algorithms. Each arrow represents relative performance from the lowest to the highest: ⇓ < ↓ < < → < < ↑ < ⇑.
others were set as recommended in the corresponding papers. Color images were converted from RGB to HSV color space. CE methods were only applied to value components, and then inverse color space transformation was performed to reconstruct contrast-enhanced images in the RGB color space.
B. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
To evaluate the quantitative performance of algorithms, we used six IQA metrics. Discrete entropy (DE) [33] , pixel distance (PixDist) [34] , and expected measure of enhancement by the gradient (EMEG) [20] were used as no-reference metrics. Quality-aware relative contrast measure (QRCM) [22] , a color considered patch-based contrast quality index (CPCQI) [16] , and our proposed over-contrast measure (OCM) were used as full-reference metrics.
The objective assessment results of the twelve algorithms are shown in Table 1 , where high scores denote high performance for all metrics except that OCM is the opposite, and the best and the second-best performance among global algorithms are highlighted in bold. For each row, the score of jth algorithm S j was normalized to calculate relative performance asŜ
where maxS G and minS G represent the maximum and the minimum scores of the global CE algorithms, respectively. The arrows next to each score indicate the relative performance calculated as ⇓= {Ŝ j |Ŝ j < 0}, ↓= {Ŝ j |0 ≤Ŝ j ≤ 0.2},
, and ⇑= {Ŝ j |Ŝ j > 1}. In the case of OCM, the reverse range was applied so that ⇑ always represents the best performance. Due to the issue mentioned at Section IV-A, the current IQA metrics tend to give high scores to overly contrasted images. Therefore, with the help of the OCM, we evaluate each CE algorithms more accurately as follows:
1) THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION
In Shannon's information theory, discrete entropy (DE) is a measure for the amount of information in an image as
where p(k) is the probability distribution at the kth gray-level. A high DE indicates that the image contains more variations and conveys more information. RDAST attained the highest value of DE in all datasets as shown in Table 1 . It means that the resulting images of RDAST contain more information than the results of the other methods.
2) DYNAMIC RANGE UTILIZATION
Pixel distance (PixDist) calculates the average gray-level difference overall pixel pairs in an image as [34] (26) where k, k ∈ [0, K ], N is the total number of pixels in X. A high value of PixDist means histogram components are uniformly distributed without concentrating at particular graylevels. Therefore, HE shows high performance of PixDist. However, it has the lowest performance of OCM. On the other hand, RDST not only has the best performance of PixDist but also has better performance of OCM as shown in Table 1 . It means that the RDST makes the best use of the given dynamic range while suppressing noise amplification in uniform regions. RDAST also has excellent performance of dynamic range utilization.
3) DIRECT CONTRAST MEASURE
The expected measure of enhancement by gradient (EMEG) is defined as [20] 
where X b dx and X b dy are the absolute-valued derivatives in x and y direction of bth block, respectively. B is the total number of blocks, and κ = 255 is a weighting coefficient. 6 A high value of EMEG means that an enhanced image has high contrast which we expect as a result of CE. Although CLAHE achieves the highest performance of EMEG, its OCM performance is low due to amplified noise in homogeneous regions. In contrast, the proposed RDAST has good 6 When implementing EMEG, a small constant should be added to each denominator in (27) to prevent division by zero [20] .
performance of OCM as well as high performance of EMEG as shown in Table 1 . In addition, RDST has excellent performance of contrast improvement in terms of EMEG.
4) QUALITY-AWARE RELATIVE CONTRAST MEASURE (QRCM)
QRCM [22] is a function of relative contrast measure (RCM) and gradient magnitude similarity map (GMS) [38] as
It employed GMS to quantify the level of distortions. Therefore, QRCM 7 provides not only measure the relative change of contrast but also considers the distortion introduced on the processed image relative to the original image. This ability seems to work well within global algorithms, but not in local algorithms since the QRCM value of CLAHE is approximately 1.5 times higher on average than the highest QRCM value in global algorithms. Among global algorithms, RDST shows the excellent performance of QRCM. Except for the contrast over-stretching CLAHE algorithm, the proposed RDAST provides the best performance in terms of QRCM as shown in Table 1 .
5) THE LATEST HIGH-PERFORMANCE IQA METRIC
A patch-based contrast quality index (PCQI) [35] has been proven to be highly correlated with subjective quality scores in contrast-changed datasets. Colorfulness-based PCQI (CPCQI) is the extended version of PCQI that takes into account the influence of colorfulness as [16] 
where q mi , q cc , q sd , and q cs , respectively, represent the similarity between the original and processed images in terms of mean intensity, contrast change, structural distortion, and color saturation. Although CLAHE attains the highest value of CPCQI, it has low performance of OCM. Except for the CLAHE, the RDAST shows the best performance of CPCQI. RDST also shows excellent performance in terms of CPCQI among the global algorithms as shown in Table 1 . In summary, the proposed RDAST shows the best or superior performance in every metric. RDST also has excellent performance. Although it does not have the best performance of OCM, it does not generate noticeable artifacts as shown in Figs. 12-17. This fact is also supported by our viewing experience for all datasets.
C. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
A qualitative analysis was performed on the resulting images produced by applying the CE methods for selected images from each dataset. The first test image is Cactus from the CSIQ dataset [28] which has a small contrast degradation with respect to the pristine image. The CE results with the corresponding CPCQI and OCM values (in parenthesis), histograms, and enlarged images are shown in Fig. 12 . It has a uniform background which corresponds to the highest peak in the input histogram. HE tries to spread out the highest peak in the input histogram. As a result, the noise in the background was excessively amplified, and significant under-enhancement occurred around the stem of the flowers. Although CLAHE generated a detail improved image, it has noticeable noise amplification in the background with halo artifacts. HMF, AGCWD, ROHIM, and BOIEM produced slightly contrast altered images. It is supported by the CPCQI values around 1. WTHE, SMIR, COTH, RDST, and RDAST achieved significant contrast improvements in overall quality. Among these methods, however, only RDAST generated the detail enhanced image with suppressed noise in the background. It is also supported by the high CPCQI value and the low OCM value.
The second image Headlight [29] and its enhancement results are shown in Fig. 13 . The input image was generated by adding a constant value to all pixels of the pristine image. Therefore, there is a margin at the far left of the input histogram that can be used to improve the contrast further. However, HMF, AGCWD, ROHIM, and BOIEM did not fully exploit the entire dynamic range. Although HE and CLAHE fully utilized the whole dynamic range, they created overly enhanced images with excessively amplified noise in the sky. WTHE, SMIR, COTH, and RDST achieved contrast enhancement, but noise in the sky also increased. However, RDAST achieved significant contrast improvements while effectively enhancing textured regions and suppressing noise amplification in uniform regions.
The third image Girl [30] is shown in Fig. 14 . It has the highest peak at the rightmost side of the input histogram, which corresponds to the background. HE produced artifacts in the background. CLAHE produced excessively amplified noise in the background with blocking artifacts on the face. Among the global algorithms, RDST produced an image with adequate brightness and contrast. The resulting image of RDAST significantly improved the texture of the red shirt and had no visual artifacts on the face and the backgrounds.
The fourth image Elephant [31] is shown in Fig. 15 . It is a slightly blurred image with a margin on the left side of the input histogram. AGCWD produced an excessively bright image with markedly degraded contrast. The resulting image of ROHIM contains visual artifacts with missing details. CLAHE produced a severely distorted image with halo artifacts and checkerboard effects. Among the other methods, RDST and RDAST produced a more vivid image with a natural look.
Next, Fig. 16 shows Flower images [28] and the corresponding enhancement results. Input images provide different levels of global contrast decrement from no global VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 16. Contrast enhancement results on Flower images [28] with different levels of contrast decrement.
contrast decrement (row 1) to severe contrast decrement (row 5). Therefore, It is suitable images for evaluating the CE capability of each algorithm in contrast-degraded images. HE and ROHIM produced noticeably distorted images because the background gray-levels were not mapped appropriately. HMF, AGCWD, BOIEM, and CLAHE generated unsatisfactory images as the contrast of the input image decreased. Among the other methods, RDST and RDAST improved the contrast satisfactorily even at the severely contrast-degraded input images.
Finally, Fig. 17 shows Bikes images [30] , where the brightness of input images is further decreased from the first row to the last row. Therefore, they are suitable to evaluate the contrast improvement capability of each CE algorithm in various brightness conditions. Both HE and ROHIM produced very serious luminance and color distortion. AGCWD also generated an inappropriate luminance image at the last row of the figure. The contrast enhancement capability of HMF and BOIEM is not satisfactory. However, RDAST and RDST consistently produce good quality images.
We also performed the popular paired comparison as a subjective quality assessment test for 192 images (16 original images and associated 176 images generated by eleven CE algorithms) of Figs. 12-17. Twenty subjects consisting of 15 males and 5 females participated in the test. The subjects were asked to select an image of higher quality between a pair of images of the same scene corresponding to different conditions. The elaborately designed software shortened the evaluation time by scoring through simple manipulations that select a better image by pressing the right or left arrow key. We tabulated the vote counts, i. e., the number of times one image was selected as better than any other images, in Table 2 . Note that the higher the score, the better the performance. The average subjective rating scores indicate that the proposed RDST and RDAST have highly competitive performance.
D. CALCULATION TIME
To provide calculation times for different size of images, we chose CCID2014 dataset [30] which consists of 644 images of 768×512 size. We resized the images to 1280×720, 1920×1080 (Full HD), and 3840×2160 (4K image). The average calculation times for each algorithm are shown in Table 3 . All algorithms were implemented in MATLAB R2014a. The algorithms which were implemented using MEX functions to calculate an input histogram and the mapping function between input and output gray-levels are denoted by the asterisk ( * ) in Table 3 . Tests were performed on a personal computer running 64-bit Windows 7 with 16.0 GB RAM and Intel Core i7-4940 MX 3.3 GHz CPU. As the size of the input images increases, the processing time for SMIR, ROHIM, and BOIEM increases dramatically. However, the processing time of the others, including the proposed algorithms, increase in proportion to the image size. The proposed RDST algorithm is one of the fastest algorithms with high performance. The processing time of the RDAST is much faster than SMIR, and it provides the best CE performance as shown in Table 1 and 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the use of ramp distribution as an NSS model for CE and proposed two CE algorithms. A ramp distribution-based slant thresholding (RDST) algorithm is proposed as a global CE method. It employs a slant thresholding technique to improve the contrast effectively. A ramp distribution-based adaptive slant thresholding (RDAST) algorithm is also proposed as a local CE method. It adaptively adjusts a slant angle of the ramp distribution in each block to avoid noise amplification in uniform regions and to maximize contrast in non-uniform regions. RDAST also employs a scaled global modified histogram to minimize the effect of block size changes on the resulting image. The parameters used in RDAST are designed to be automatically adjusted. Besides, it can achieve a fairly consistent quality image for various block size settings.
In order to measure the over-contrast amount with respect to a reference image, an over-contrast measure is introduced. The metric is based on the characteristics of the human visual system that amplified noise in uniform regions is more distinctive than non-uniform regions. So, the OCM uses a local standard deviation map to detect uniform regions and employs the guided filter to measure the amount of details in uniform regions.
Quantitative and qualitative experimental tests have been performed on a wide range of images. With the help of the OCM, we were able to correctly evaluate all CE algorithms including local CE algorithms. Our proposed algorithms produce better or comparable contrast-enhanced images than state-of-the-art algorithms. Due to its simplicity and computational efficiency, the proposed RDST and RDAST can be easily applied to a wide range of real-world applications. 8 
APPENDIX PROOF OF EQUATION (2)
The total sum of H r is equal to the area of the triangle in a discrete domain as shown in Fig. 18 . Let us divide the triangle equally into L, then the total sum of division equals to H ×W . Therefore, HW = Note that the base length of the triangle is L + 1 because it is calculated in the discrete domain. Since h r (l) is directly proportional to l, we can obtain the proportional expression as l : h r (l) = L : h r (L). Therefore, 
